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exploring abraham lincoln s melancholy npr - exploring abraham lincoln s melancholy three elements of lincoln s history
the deep pervasive sadness of his mother the strange spells of his father and the striking presence of mental illness in the
family of his uncle and cousins suggest the likelihood of a biological predisposition toward depression, amazon com lincoln
s melancholy how depression - a thoughtful nuanced portrait of abraham lincoln that finds his legendary political strengths
rooted in his most personal struggles 160 giving shape to the deep depression that pervaded lincoln s adult life joshua wolf
shenk s lincoln s melancholy reveals how this illness influenced both the president s character and his leadership lincoln
forged a hard path toward mental health from the time he was a young man, lincoln s melancholy sadder and wiser the
new york times - if lincoln s melancholy a thoughtful but uneven book is the product of a particularly personal experience it
is also the result of the latest currents in psychology and lincoln studies after years of dismissing the significance of lincoln s
inner life scholars have reversed course in the last two decades, abraham lincoln s melancholy center for courage
renewal - abraham lincoln s melancholy there s much talk these days about steven spielberg s current movie lincoln we
thought you might enjoy parker j palmer s reflections on abraham lincoln s melancholy a 3 minute video and how it prepared
lincoln uniquely to lead in the face of the violent rifts that led to and fueled the civil war have you ve, lincoln s melancholy
joshua wolf shenk - named a best book of the year by the washington post and the atlanta journal constitution earning
prizes from the abraham lincoln institute and the national mental health association and given as a gift by bill clinton to
george w bush lincoln s melancholy tells for the first time the full story of lincoln s journey through darkness to wisdom
drawing on seven years of research joshua wolf shenk shows how the modern science and literature on depression offer
insight into lincoln, the true friendship that saved abraham lincoln s life - before he was president lincoln s lasting
relationship with joshua speed brought him out of the doldrums of despair the stranger was none other than a 28 year old
abraham lincoln a quarter century before he would take the oath as the 16th u s president speed spontaneously came up
with an alternative plan, lincoln s melancholy pubmed central pmc - such is joshua wolf shenk s remarkable book on
lincoln the title lincoln s melancholy is misleading although the book deals with lincoln s depression and melancholia it is
really a psychobiography of lincoln a la freud s work on leonardo da vinci michelangelo and dostoevsky, lincoln s great
depression the atlantic - abraham lincoln fought clinical depression all his life and if he were alive today his condition
would be treated as a character issue that is as a political liability, depressed read abraham lincoln s words - they are 1
the inner world of abraham lincoln by michael burlingame and 2 honor s voice the transformation of abraham lincoln by
douglas l wilson chapter 5 entitled lincoln s depressions melancholy dript from him as he walked in burlingame s book is an
especially well documented source of information, health of abraham lincoln wikipedia - mary lincoln felt her husband to
be too trusting and his melancholy tended to strike at times he was betrayed or unsupported by those in whom he put faith
lincoln would often combat his melancholic moods by delving into works of humor likely a healthy coping mechanism for his
depression, lincoln s melancholy how depression challenged a - a thoughtful nuanced portrait of abraham lincoln that
finds his legendary political strengths rooted in his most personal struggles giving shape to the deep depression that
pervaded lincoln s adult life joshua wolf shenk s lincoln s melancholy reveals how this illness influenced both the president s
character and his leadership
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